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QUESTION 1

Harold works for Jacobson Unlimited in the IT department as the security manager. Harold has created a security policy
requiring all employees to use complex 14 character passwords. Unfortunately, the members of management do not
want to have to use such long complicated passwords so they tell Harold\\'s boss this new password policy should not
apply to them. To comply with the management\\'s wishes, the IT department creates another Windows domain and
moves all the management users to that domain. This new domain has a password policy only requiring 8 characters. 

Harold is concerned about having to accommodate the managers, but cannot do anything about it. Harold is also
concerned about using LanManager security on his network instead of NTLM or NTLMv2, but the many legacy
applications on the network prevent using the more secure NTLM and NTLMv2. Harold pulls the SAM files from the
DC\\'s on the original domain and the new domain using Pwdump6. 

Harold uses the password cracking software John the Ripper to crack users\\' passwords to make sure they are strong
enough. Harold expects that the users\\' passwords in the original domain will take much longer to crack than the
management\\'s passwords in the new domain. After running the software, Harold discovers that the 14 character
passwords only took a short time longer to crack than the 8 character passwords. Why did the 14 character passwords
not take much longer to crack than the 8 character passwords? 

A. Harold should have used Dumpsec instead of Pwdump6 

B. Harold\\'s dictionary file was not large enough 

C. Harold should use LC4 instead of John the Ripper 

D. LanManger hashes are broken up into two 7 character fields 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The programmers on your team are analyzing the free, open source software being used to run FTP services on a
server. They notice that there is an excessive number of fgets() and gets() on the source code. These C++ functions do
not check bounds. 

What kind of attack is this program susceptible to? 

A. Buffer of Overflow 

B. Denial of Service 

C. Shatter Attack 

D. Password Attack 

Correct Answer: A 

C users must avoid using dangerous functions that do not check bounds unless they\\'ve ensured that the bounds will
never get exceeded. A buffer overflow occurs when you write a set of values (usually a string of characters) into a fixed
length buffer and write at least one value outside that buffer\\'s boundaries (usually past its end). A buffer overflow can
occur when reading input from the user into a buffer, but it can also occur during other kinds of processing in a
program. 
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QUESTION 3

Simon is security analyst writing signatures for a Snort node he placed internally that captures all mirrored traffic from
his border firewall. From the following signature, what will Snort look for in the payload of the suspected packets? 

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 27374 (msg: "BACKDOOR SIG - SubSseven 22";flags: A+; content:
"|0d0a5b52504c5d3030320d0a|"; reference:arachnids,485;) alert 

A. The payload of 485 is what this Snort signature will look for. 

B. Snort will look for 0d0a5b52504c5d3030320d0a in the payload. 

C. Packets that contain the payload of BACKDOOR SIG - SubSseven 22 will be flagged. 

D. From this snort signature, packets with HOME_NET 27374 in the payload will be flagged. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Nathan is testing some of his network devices. Nathan is using Macof to try and flood the ARP cache of these switches.
If these switches\\' ARP cache is successfully flooded, what will be the result? 

A. The switches will drop into hub mode if the ARP cache is successfully flooded. 

B. If the ARP cache is flooded, the switches will drop into pix mode making it less susceptible to attacks. 

C. Depending on the switch manufacturer, the device will either delete every entry in its ARP cache or reroute packets
to the nearest switch. 

D. The switches will route all traffic to the broadcast address created collisions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

The evil hacker, is purposely sending fragmented ICMP packets to a remote target. The total size of this ICMP packet
once reconstructed is over 65,536 bytes. From the information given, what type of attack is attempting to perform? 

A. Syn flood 

B. Smurf 

C. Ping of death 

D. Fraggle 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 6

Which one of the following network attacks takes advantages of weaknesses in the fragment reassembly functionality of
the TCP/IP protocol stack? 

A. Teardrop 

B. Smurf 

C. Ping of Death 

D. SYN flood 

E. SNMP Attack 

Correct Answer: A 

The teardrop attack uses overlapping packet fragments to confuse a target system and cause the system to reboot or
crash. 

 

QUESTION 7

Jack Hackers wants to break into Brown\\'s Computers and obtain their secret double fudge cookie recipe. Jack calls
Jane, an accountant at Brown Co. pretending to be an administrator from Brown Co. Jack tell Jane that there has been
a problem with some accounts and asks her to verify her password with him "just to double check our records". Jane
does not suspect anything amiss and parts her password. Jack can now access Brown Co.\\'s computer with a valid
username and password to steal the cookie recipe. What kind of attack is being illustrated here? 

A. Faking Identity 

B. Spoofing Identity 

C. Social Engineering 

D. Reverse Psychology 

E. Reverse Engineering 

Correct Answer: C 

Social engineering is a collection of techniques used to manipulate people into performing actions or divulging
confidential information. While similar to a confidence trick or simple fraud, the term typically applies to trickery for
information gathering or computer system access and in most cases the attacker never comes face-to-face with the
victim. 

 

QUESTION 8

Bryan notices the error on the web page and asks Liza to enter liza\\' or \\'1\\'=\\'1 in the email field. They are greeted
with a message "Your login information has been mailed to johndoe@gmail.com". What do you think has occurred? 

A. The web application picked up a record at random 

B. The web application returned the first record it found 
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C. The server error has caused the application to malfunction 

D. The web application emailed the administrator about the error 

Correct Answer: B 

The web application sends a query to an SQL database and by giving it the criteria 1=1, which always will be true, it will
return the first value it finds. 

 

QUESTION 9

Joel and her team have been going through tons of garbage, recycled paper, and other rubbish in order to find some
information about the target they are attempting to penetrate. 

What would you call this kind of activity? 

A. CI Gathering 

B. Scanning 

C. Dumpster Diving 

D. Garbage Scooping 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

In which part of OSI layer, ARP Poisoning occurs? 

A. Transport Layer 
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B. Datalink Layer 

C. Physical Layer 

D. Application layer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What framework architecture is shown in this exhibit? 

A. Core Impact 

B. Metasploit 

C. Immunity Canvas 

D. Nessus 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

While attempting to discover the remote operating system on the target computer, you receive the following results from
an nmap scan: 

Starting nmap V. 3.10ALPHA9 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ ) Interesting ports on 172.121.12.222: (The 1592 ports
scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered) Port State Service 21/tcp open ftp 25/tcp open smtp 53/tcp closed
domain 80/tcp open http 443/tcp open https Remote operating system guess: Too many signatures match to reliably
guess the OS. Nmap run completed -- 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 277.483 seconds 

What should be your next step to identify the OS? 

A. Perform a firewalk with that system as the target IP 

B. Perform a tcp traceroute to the system using port 53 

C. Run an nmap scan with the -v-v option to give a better output 

D. Connect to the active services and review the banner information 

Correct Answer: D 

Most people don\\'t care about changing the banners presented by applications listening to open ports and therefore you
should get fairly accurate information when grabbing banners from open ports with, for example, a telnet application. 

 

QUESTION 13

John is discussing security with Jane. Jane had mentioned to John earlier that she suspects an LKM has been installed
on her server. She believes this is the reason that the server has been acting erratically lately. LKM stands for Loadable
Kernel Module. 

What does this mean in the context of Linux Security? 

A. Loadable Kernel Modules are a mechanism for adding functionality to a file system without requiring a kernel
recompilation. 

B. Loadable Kernel Modules are a mechanism for adding functionality to an operating-system kernel after it has been
recompiled and the system rebooted. 

C. Loadable Kernel Modules are a mechanism for adding auditing to an operating-system kernel without requiring a
kernel recompilation. 

D. Loadable Kernel Modules are a mechanism for adding functionality to an operating-system kernel without requiring a
kernel recompilation. 

Correct Answer: D 

Loadable Kernel Modules, or LKM, are object files that contain code to extend the running kernel, or so-called base
kernel, without the need of a kernel recompilation. Operating systems other than Linux, such as BSD systems, also
provide support for LKM\\'s. However, the Linux kernel generally makes far greater and more versatile use of LKM\\'s
than other systems. LKM\\'s are typically used to add support for new hardware, filesystems or for adding system calls.
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When the functionality provided by an LKM is no longer required, it can be unloaded, freeing memory. 

 

QUESTION 14

Erik notices a big increase in UDP packets sent to port 1026 and 1027 occasionally. He enters the following at the
command prompt. 

$ nc -l -p 1026 -u -v 

In response, he sees the following message. 

cell(?(c)????STOPALERT77STOP! WINDOWS REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. 

Windows has found 47 Critical Errors. 

To fix the errors please do the following: 

1.

 Download Registry Repair from: www.reg-patch.com 

2.

 Install Registry Repair 

3.

 Run Registry Repair 

4.

 Reboot your computer 

FAILURE TO ACT NOW MAY LEAD TO DATA LOSS AND CORRUPTION! 

What would you infer from this alert? 

A. The machine is redirecting traffic to www.reg-patch.com using adware 

B. It is a genuine fault of windows registry and the registry needs to be backed up 

C. An attacker has compromised the machine and backdoored ports 1026 and 1027 

D. It is a messenger spam. Windows creates a listener on one of the low dynamic ports from 1026 to 1029 and the
message usually promotes malware disguised as legitimate utilities 

Correct Answer: D 

The "net send" Messenger service can be used by unauthorized users of your computer, without gaining any kind of
privileged access, to cause a pop-up window to appear on your computer. Lately, this feature has been used by
unsolicited commercial advertisers to inform many campus users about a "university diploma service"... 

 

QUESTION 15
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In Trojan terminology, what is a covert channel? 

A. A channel that transfers information within a computer system or network in a way that violates the security policy 

B. A legitimate communication path within a computer system or network for transfer of data 

C. It is a kernel operation that hides boot processes and services to mask detection 

D. It is Reverse tunneling technique that uses HTTPS protocol instead of HTTP protocol to establish connections 

Correct Answer: A 
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